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USE OF LINC-8 FOR EEC DATA REDUCTION

Interpretation of EEG Waveforms for information relating

to subject state has been an area of long' interest to people outside

01 the neurophysiological' field. A dozen years ago, Norbert

Wiener conducted investigations of brain records. He sought to

apply to EEG interpretation, some of the statistical communica-

tion theory developed by his circle at MIT. This theory has been

set forth by Y. W. .Lee,
1

In 1954 Dr. Weiner was particularly

interested in "a nominal 10 cps clock pulse" which he hypothe-

sized, formed the basic timing for serial re-ordering of the brain

processing organization; he noted state differences as sociated with

this part of the spectrum in different subjects.

Detailed specific statistical reduction techniques are laid

out by 5*. .1 .
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by Dr t

"

forme r attacks reduction in a classical statistical approach,

dealing with power spectral estimates, phase functions, auto-

covariance and cross covariance functions, transfer functions,

' coherency, etc. He uses these descriptors to determine signifi-

cant factors associated with ECu responses. A large number of

variables can be treated simultaneously.

The latter attacks the problem principally from a "period

analysis" standp.oint. The basic waveform is clipped and zero-

crossover intervals are scrutinized. Similarly, the first and

second derivatives are processed for clipped periods. The inves-

tigator utilizes all three of these on the same time base to examine

the spectrum for state evaluation.

The references also give summaries of other recent tech-

niques applied to EEG analysis.

It is intended here to present the results of a modest study

carried out on a^set of data furnished through the courtesy of Dr9.

y
^for educational purposes. The subject wi9
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recorded, in three states, on 1/4", 2 track, FM tape run at

7 l/2"/sec as follows:

(at) Drowsy 5 min. (a-2

)

(bl) Alpha 5 min. (b-2)

(c 1) Light sleep and Alpha (c-2)

1 kcps tone
11

Editing and Reduction

The tape was played into the A/D channels of the LINC-8
for editing, using the SCOPE -8 program. The three 5 minute

samples were examined for gross characteristics. Comments
were as follows: *

(a) Drowsy: 30-60 second amplitude (long term)

modulation was noted to be present in addition to the

7-10 cps dominant component band.

(b) Alpha : more extreme excursion; less pro-

nounced long term modulation; pronounced short terra

modulation or beating.

(c) Light Sleep: less pronounced excursions.

The data was visually edited again and a run made to store

the data. This is given in the column' labelled Run I of Table I.

It was attempted to recover representative samples of high, inter-

mediate and low signal power. Block storage numbers are shown.

Next the stored data was examined for spectral content using

the program FRQANA; scope camera pictures ware taken for com-

parison in matrix form for significant differences in the various

states.

Repeats of data taking was next performed in Runs II and

in. Run III was sampled at a lower rate; this gives a longer

sample interval.

Next, selected blocks were differentiated once and stored

in locations corresponding to start point 100 ( 000 waveform

sample, 100 first derivative, etc.)
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It .„i\ feasible .0 mah. certain prelimiaae, .valuation.

„£ ,h. data at this point. These were:

1.

Signal content for

was highest ior the high poults of the long

-c. A liner frequency resolution was (1/2 cps) more

relevant than the 1 cps resolution.
(

Finally a set of run. were mad. for oscilloscope picture.

to show the below format:

1 „
sampled waveform

2 . frequency analysis of UJ

3 .
first derivative of ( 1 )

4 .
frequency analysis of 131

p pt $ults and Conclusions
<***=» ~

Figure. 1. 2. - 3^ three cepre.enta.We output.

which appeared tentatively as typic

. / a iZA a C fVa /I at

1. .'hotn^the top;

'^,™8
i.

P
ininiedia..ly helow shown out *«„ _~—r——r"a tKp waveform is »«««** — • _

taken at a high point.
below shown out to

;

it. spectrum is immedia ly^^
^ ^ , cps; a plateau

32 cps. A dominant sp
..cha„cteriatic" hump

from 8-13 cps is present. A. cna

showed up in the. region 14-20 cps.

* Alpha: this is sample 062. 162 = » ” d"cti0 '' °*

the hump' a.^0 cps

ZTc£ ThUwouldevplaiu the heating or short term

modulatiou.

j this is sample 072,172*

3 .
Light Slees_andAl£h^ this

^ gftfieral

°£ the spectrum*

For all three

up as expected i
namely, the bluing

a derivative function.
^ aalir AT \P .

accenting

It would appear^ * p“^mWa\TotVf
f

ph»e reUtion-

ing functions (S, 5 . etc. i.

y.
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ships, reduction techniques, and other processing would be

meaningful. This might permit the design of i real time E^G

analyzer which would not require a high level of training for

operation. ,
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